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Abstract
We analyze the symmetry-breaking patterns of grand unified theories from the point of
view of a recently-proposed criterion of renormalization-group naturalness. We perform the
analysis on simple non-SUSY SU(5) and SO(10) and SUSY SU(5) GUTs. We find that
the naturalness criterion can favor spontaneous-symmetry-breaking in the direction of the
smallest of the maximal little groups. Some differences between theories with and without
supersymmetry are also emphasized.
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1 Introduction
A large number of grand unified theories (GUTs) has already been discussed in the litera-
ture, and, assuming that the GUT idea is successful, we are confronted with the fact that
the constraints imposed by the low-energy data are not sufficient to select the correct GUT.
Certain additional constraints on the structure of a GUT emerge if one requires that it
be a plausible candidate as low-energy effective description of a more fundamental theory
(for example including gravity). In particular, in Ref. [1] it was observed that one could
study the RG equations describing the running of the parameters of the Higgs potential
between M∗, denoting the scale (possibly given by the Planck scale MP ∼ 1019GeV ) where
the GUT emerges as low-energy effective theory, and the GUT scale MX (the scale where
the low energy couplings unify). This could establish whether or not a given pattern of SSB
(spontaneous symmetry breaking) can be naturally obtained. In this context, we define a
symmetry breaking direction to be natural if it corresponds to a large volume of parameter
space at M∗. For example, if a strongly attractive fixed point was found within a region of
the space of parameters of the Higgs potential that corresponds to a certain SSB pattern,
one would then expect that in running toward the infra-red direction, the Higgs parame-
ters would approach their fixed point values (forcing the corresponding SSB pattern) quite
independently of the input parameters at the scale M∗.
Importantly, this RG naturalness criterion concerns one of the non-predictive aspects of
GUTs, i.e. the SSB pattern. Even after selecting the matter (Higgs) content, most GUTs
may break in several different ways depending on which vacuum expectation values are
acquired by the Higgs fields. If, as ordinarily assumed, the direction of SSB is determined
by the global minimum of the Higgs potential, the symmetry-breaking pattern of a GUT
only depends upon the input parameters in the Higgs potential of the model. While we are
discussing here the first step of GUT SSB, similar RG naturalness considerations could of
course be applied to other steps of SSB.
In Ref. [2] the criterion of RG naturalness has already been applied to the study of the first
step of SSB of a SUSY (supersymmetric) SU(5) GUT. Interestingly, an infra-red fixed point
was identified analytically, and it was found to be located at the boundary between the region
of Higgs parameter space corresponding to unbroken SU(5) and the region corresponding to
the breaking of SU(5) to the Standard Model gauge group GSM ≡ SU(3) ⊗ SU(2) ⊗ U(1).
Also motivated by the fact that the presence of a fixed point at the boundary between two
SSB regions may not be typical, we intend to illustrate a wider range of possible scenarios
for the outcome of a RG naturalness analysis. We do this by studying the first step of SSB
of two additional examples, i.e. non-SUSY SU(5) and SO(10) GUTs. In order to discuss
the role that SUSY might play in RG naturalness analyses, we also briefly review the results
of Ref. [2].
In the remainder of this introduction we mention a few other RG approaches which have
been used in the study of GUTs, and we comment on the relation between these approaches
and the type of approach advocated here. Let us start by mentioning those studies (see,
e.g., Ref. [3] and references therein) that have established how predictions for the low-energy
values of certain quantities can be obtained from the infra-red structure of the relevant RG
equations. While these studies do not always assume grand unification, the fact that the
values of (low-energy) parameters can be derived from the structure of the RG equations is
encouraging for our attempt to derive the SSB pattern in a similar way.
RG techniques have also already been applied to the study of GUT-scale physics; notably
in the context of certain analyses of stability[4, 5]. While the actual formulae one ends up
studying are in some cases the same, the emphasis in stability analyses is quite different
from the one of the present article, especially since the stability characterizes a theory at
the GUT scale, whereas here one is interested in the physics between the scale M∗ and the
1
GUT scale.
Another example of RG ideas applied to GUT-scale physics is given by the studies of
finite GUTs[6]. Some of the finite GUTs that correspond to an IR fixed point of the RG
equations for the Higgs parameters might provide a good starting point for the construction
of an RG natural GUT; however, dedicated analyses are necessary since the literature on
finite GUTs has often not considered SSB and the parameters of the Higgs potential in detail.
Finally, we should mention the idea of radiative breaking [7], in which the symmetry-
breaking term is induced directly by the RG running, rather than being included by hand in
the Higgs potential at a given scale. This idea is based on an intuition that is very close to
the one behind the criterion of RG naturalness. The two proposals primarily differ in that
the former restricts the analysis to models in which the symmetry-breaking term is directly
induced by the RG running, whereas the latter includes models in which a non-vanishing
symmetry-breaking term is already introduced at the scale M∗ as long as SSB occurs in the
direction favored by the RG running.
We now turn to explicit examples of GUT Higgs potentials. The analysis reported in
the following sections should also illustrate the similarities and the differences between RG
naturalness analyses and the above approaches concerning the use of RG equations in the
study of grand unification.
2 A SUSY SU(5) model
Let us start, as anticipated, with a brief review of the results obtained in Ref. [2], where the
criterion of RG naturalness was applied to the study of the first step of SSB of the minimal
SUSY SU(5) GUT. This model involves the Higgs fields of the 24-dimensional irreducible
representation (the adjoint), which are responsible for the first step of SSB, and it also
includes 5 + 5 Higgs, which are used in the second SSB step. However, for simplicity in our
analysis of the first SSB step we neglect the effects of the 5 + 5 Higgs. We therefore limit
our analysis to the potentials involving the 24 Higgs. The superpotential is taken to be [8]
W = λ1Tr(Σ
3) + µTr(Σ2) , (1)
where Σ denotes the 24-dimensional superfield multiplet. We assume that SUSY breaking
is explicit, via the “soft” SUSY-breaking terms in the potential
Vsoft =
[
m3
6
Tr(σ3) +m2
2
Tr(σ2) +
M
2
λλ+ h.c.
]
+m2
3/2Tr(σ
†σ) , (2)
where σ represents the scalar component of Σ and λ denotes the SU(5) gaugino. The full
Higgs potential relevant for the first step of SSB can be written as
V =
∣∣∣∣∣∂W∂Σi
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ Vsoft +D-terms . (3)
Based on hierarchy arguments [9] we expect m3, m3/2,M ∼ 1 TeV and m2 ∼ 1011 GeV, while
µ is a GUT scale parameter1 expected to be of order 1016 GeV.
1In GUT-scale radiative-breaking scenarios one considers the possibility µ=0, which is stable under the
one-loop RG equations. In the present work we shall ignore this possibility. Its analysis would require a
generalization of our study of the Higgs potential, not relying on the simplifications we achieve by assuming
|mi/µ|≪1.
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It is convenient to consider the three independent combinations of parameters δ2≡m22/µ2,
δ3≡m3/µ and δ3/2≡m3/2/µ, which allow to rewrite the soft-breaking potential as [2]
Vsoft =
8µ4
27λ21
b F , (4)
where b=0 in the minimum preserving the full SU(5) invariance, b=30 for the GSM -invariant
minimum, b=20/9 for the SU(4)⊗ U(1)-invariant minimum and
F ≡ 3δ2 − 1
3λ1
δ3 +
3
2
δ2
3/2 . (5)
Hence, the value of F at the GUT scaleMX determines the type of residual symmetry below
MX . If F <0 the GSM -invariant minimum is the lowest one, while SU(5) remains unbroken
if F >0.
The one-loop RG equations may be easily derived [2] following the general prescriptions
of Martin and Vaughn [10],
16pi2
dλ1
dt
= 3λ1
(
189
40
λ2
1
− 10g2
)
(6)
16pi2
dµ
dt
= 2µ
(
189
40
λ2
1
− 10g2
)
(7)
16pi2
dm3
dt
= 3
[
m3
(
189
40
λ2
1
− 10g2
)
+
189
20
λ2
1
m3 + 120Mλ1g
2
]
(8)
16pi2
dm2
2
dt
= 2
[
m2
2
(
189
40
λ2
1
− 10g2
)
+
63
40
λ1µm3 + 20Mµg
2
]
(9)
16pi2
dm2
3/2
dt
=
567
20
λ2
1
m2
3/2 +
21
80
m2
3
− 40M †Mg2 (10)
16pi2
dg2
dt
= βg4 (11)
16pi2
dM
dt
= βg2M, (12)
where t = ln(q2/M2X), q is the MS renormalization scale, g is the gauge coupling and the
one loop beta function, β = 2(S(R) − 15), is determined by the sum over all the Dynkin
indices of the fields in the theory, S(R). β=−8 for our SUSY SU(5) model, which hosts the
above mentioned Higgs sector plus 3(10 ⊕ 5) representations corresponding to 3 Standard
Model fermionic families (and superpartners).
To render the fixed point structure explicit, from (6-12) we form the following RG equa-
tions for dimensionless ratios
16pi2
d
dt
(
λ2
1
g2
)
= 6g2
(
λ2
1
g2
)[
189
40
(
λ2
1
g2
)
− 10− β
6
]
(13)
16pi2
d
dt
(
m3
Mλ1
)
= 9g2
[(
m3
Mλ1
) [(
λ2
1
g2
)
63
20
− β
9
]
+ 40
]
(14)
16pi2
d
dt
(
m2
2
Mµ
)
= g2
[
−β
(
m2
2
Mµ
)
+
63
20
(
m3
Mλ1
)(
λ2
1
g2
)
+ 40
]
. (15)
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Figure 1: RG flow between MP and MX of the soft SUSY-breaking parameters in SUSY
SU(5) with β = −8 for initial conditions with a) λ1(M∗)=0.3 and b) λ1(M∗)=2.0. Every
decrease of the scale by a factor 103/2 is marked on the flow.
The right-hand side of this system of coupled equations vanishes for(
λ2
1
g2
)∗
=
40
189
(10 + β/6),
(
m3
Mλ1
)∗
= −6,
(
m2
2
Mµ
)∗
= −2
3
. (16)
The fixed point described by Eq. (16) is a specific example of a more general class of fixed
points identified in Ref. [11]. By linearizing (13-15) around the fixed point one easily finds
that it is infra-red stable when β < 0, as in the case of the SUSY SU(5) model considered
here. For β>0, which can be achieved by adding more matter to the model, one would have
a saddle point. Assuming δ3/2≪ 1, as implied by hierarchy arguments, we may neglect the
second order contribution of order δ2
3/2, and F is well approximated by
F ≈ 3δ2 − 1
3λ1
δ3 =
M
µ
[
3
m2
2
Mµ
− 1
3
m3
Mλ1
]
, (17)
which is zero at the fixed point. Thus, starting at some scale M∗, e.g. the Planck scale,
and running to the GUT scale, the Higgs parameters evolve towards values at the boundary
(F = 0) between the region of parameter space corresponding to unbroken SU(5) and the
region of parameter space corresponding to SU(5) breaking to GSM .
We have also studied our RG equations numerically for the parameter values M∗=MP =
1019 GeV, µ(M∗) = 1016 GeV, M(M∗) =m3/2(M
∗) = 103 GeV. The gauge coupling is fixed
by g2(MX)=8pi/5 to ensure consistency of SUSY SU(5) unification of the Standard Model
couplings with the low-energy experimental data. The running parameters M and µ evolve
slowly (they decrease by a factor of about 1/2 between the Planck and the GUT scale);
consequently their ratio in (17) does not change sign. Hence, once the initial conditions are
fixed, the sign of the function F depends on the relative magnitude of the combinations of
parameters m3/(3Mλ1) and 3m
2
2
/(Mµ). The flow of these is depicted in Fig.1 for a small
and a large initial value of λ1(M
∗). The dashed line marks 3m2
2
/(Mµ) = m3/(3Mλ1) where
F = 0. The region to the left of this line corresponds to the breaking of SU(5) to GSM while
the region to the right corresponds to unbroken SU(5). For all the chosen initial values we
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have checked numerically that the contribution of δ2
3/2 is indeed negligible over the whole
range of the running. The figure clearly displays the attracting fixed point; however, the
attraction is typically rather weak between the Planck scale (first mark on the flow), and the
GUT scale (third mark on the flow). Interestingly, flows starting on the left (right) of the
dashed line stay on the left (right); therefore the flows never cross the boundary between the
region of parameter space corresponding to unbroken SU(5) and the one corresponding to
SU(5) breaking to GSM . This general property implies that the running does not affect the
amount of tuning needed for the phenomenologically desirable scenario of SU(5) breaking
to GSM , in the sense that the region of parameter space supporting this scenario is mapped
into itself by the RG flow2. We conclude that, while it does not require any fine tuning, the
scenario with SU(5) breaking to the Standard Model is not a compelling prediction of the
infra-red RG structure of this SUSY SU(5) GUT.
3 A non-SUSY SU(5) model
Non-SUSY SU(5) with first step of SSB involving a 24 adjoint Higgs was investigated in
Ref. [12]. Limiting again our analysis to the Higgs responsible for the first step of SSB, we
easily find that the Higgs potential can be written as [13]
V (φ) = −1
2
mTrΦ2 −
√
5
3!
fTrΦ3 +
5
4!
gTrΦ4 +
1
4!
h(TrΦ2)2, (18)
where Φ is a traceless 5× 5 matrix.
In the following, we will not consider the case f = g = 0, since in this case the symmetry-
breaking direction is arbitrary (if f = g = 0 the potential depends only on the norm of the
Higgs field). We emphasize that the classification in terms of the cases f = 0, f 6= 0, g =
0, g > 0, and g < 0 is scale invariant [13].
Let us begin assuming f 6= 0 and g = 0. In this case there is only one possibility for the
spontaneous symmetry breaking trajectory [13]: SU(5)→ SU(4)⊗ U(1). At the transition
point the function Q = 3mh/f 2 vanishes. Since the derivative of Q does not vanish at
this point, the changing of the scale can allow a change of the symmetry from SU(5) to
SU(4)⊗U(1) and vice versa. Q admits a stationary point at Q = 189/880, above which the
symmetry is SU(4)⊗ U(1).
For f = 0 and g 6= 0 the breaking direction is independent of the scale and the residual
symmetries are SU(4)⊗ U(1) or GSM if g < 0 or g > 0 respectively.
The case of interest for our RG naturalness analysis is of course the general case f, g 6= 0.
The direction of symmetry breaking is found to depend only on the following ratios:
L =
3mg
f 2
, G =
h + g
g
. (19)
The corresponding RG equations are:
dL
dt
= g
(
52
75
LG− 6386
975
L− 63
100
)
, (20)
2This would not be the case if there were significant contributions from δ2
3/2, since in that case the flow
to the unbroken-SU(5) region is favored.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: RG flow between MP and MX of the symmetry breaking parameters in non-SUSY
SU(5). Regions a, b, and c correspond to the symmetry groups SU(5), SU(4) ⊗ U(1), and
GSM respectively. In region d the potential is unbounded from below. Also notice that the
initial condition (at MP ) is marked on the flow.
dG
dt
= g
(
56
25
G2 +
652
195
G+
28558
12675
)
, (21)
dg
dt
= g2
(
8
25
G +
8
15
)
. (22)
The RG flows, for L and G, are depicted for the two cases g0 ≡ g(M∗) = 0.002 and
g0 = −0.01, withM∗ =MP . These two cases3 are representative of the two typical situations
g0 < 0 and g0 > 0. In both figures the dominant qualitative behavior is the one associated to
the fixed point L = 0, G→∞. This fixed point can be seen directly from the Eqs. (20)-(22)
by observing that for g = 0 the right-hand side of this system of coupled equations vanishes.
The limit L = 0, G→∞ follows from g = 0 as a result of Eq. (19). As seen from Fig.2 the
fixed point is infra-red stable when g0<0, whereas for g0>0 it gives a saddle point.
Let us now discuss the implications for symmetry breaking of this RG analysis, starting
with the case g0 = −0.01. Here the G values are restricted to the (−∞,−9/4) interval,
otherwise the potential becomes unbounded from below. The vertical dashed line in Fig.2a
corresponds to G = −9/4 and separates this region (d) from the other ones. If L > −1/(1+
4G/9) the symmetry group is given by SU(4)⊗ U(1) (region b), while in the opposite case
there is no symmetry breaking at all (region a). From the figure we see that if L < −1/(1+
4G/9) the curves remain in the SU(5)-symmetric region, but in some cases they end up in
d-region. On the other hand, we observe that when the flows start with L > −1/(1+4G/9)
(i.e. they start from the b-region) they quickly come out of the region of SU(4) ⊗ U(1)
symmetry and end up in the SU(5)-symmetric region. We conclude that for g0 < 0 the
breaking of SU(5) appears to be quite unnatural in light of the results of the RG analysis,
even though the non-dynamical part of the analysis presented us with a symmetry-breaking
(b) region of size roughly comparable to the one of the symmetric-preserving (a) region.
3The very small values of |g0| shown in Fig.2 have been chosen because they allow to illustrate more
clearly the qualitative structure of the RG running, which only depends on the sign of g0. In any case one
should in principle only consider g0 ≪ 1 so that our one-loop equations are reliable.
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In the case g0 > 0 the (L,G) plane is divided into three regions, a, b, and c, which
correspond to the symmetries SU(5), SU(4) ⊗ U(1), and GSM respectively. Note that for
G < −1/6 the potential is unbounded from below and, once again, in Fig.2b the vertical
dashed line at G = −1/6 separates the d-region from the other ones. Importantly, the
curves that originate in the c region remain in that part of the plane, whereas the flows with
starting point in the b-region rather quickly (depending on how close the starting point is to
the line L = −1+8G/9) end up in the c-region. This implies that for g0 > 0 the breaking of
SU(5) to SU(4)⊗U(1) is quite unnatural, whereas the breaking of SU(5) to GSM does not
require any fine-tuning. Actually, as a result of the fact that some of the flows starting in
the b-region end up in the c-region, the RG flow maps a larger portion of parameter space
at the scale M∗ into the c-region of parameter space, which corresponds to the breaking
of SU(5) to GSM . However, this portion of Higgs parameter space that corresponds to the
“phenomenologically reasonable” symmetry breaking to GSM is not a general attractor for
the RG flow; in fact, flows starting in the a-region remain in that region, so that the case of
unbroken SU(5) is also quite consistent with our RG analysis. Still, as the present article
is searching for qualitative structures that might in general characterize this type of RG
analyses it is interesting to notice that even in nonSUSY SU(5) there are scenarios in which
the regions of parameter space supporting symmetry breaking are stable with respect to the
ones supporting unbroken SU(5); in fact, there is no flow across the L = −1/(1 + 4G/9)
curve.
For completeness, in closing this section let us comment on the fact that in Fig.2 there
is an approximate symmetry with respect to the L → −L exchange. This reflects the fact
that the Eqs. (20)-(22) are invariant with respect to the L → −L exchange when L and G
are large enough that one can ignore the factor −63/100.
4 A non-SUSY SO(10) model
Non-SUSY SO(10) with first step of SSB involving a 54 Higgs was investigated in Refs. [5,
14, 15]. Besides the 54, the Higgs sector of the model also includes 10+126+126∗ Higgs plus
3×16 representations containing the SM fermions and 3 right-handed neutrinos. Again, due
to the hierarchy among the scales involved and the fact that we are here concerned only with
the first step of SSB, we only consider the Higgs potential involving the Higgs responsible
for the first step of SSB. The most general Higgs potential constructed from a φ ∼ 54 Higgs
may be written as [5]
V (φ) = λTr
[
(φ2 − 1
10
Tr(φ2) + aφ)2
]
− λb2Tr(φ2) + µ
60
[
Tr(φ)2
]2
. (23)
and the SO(10)-invariance may be spontaneously broken to SO(m)⊗SO(10-m) with m =
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 depending upon the combinations of parameters b2/a2 and µ/λ. Of course, the
“phenomenologically reasonable” region of Higgs parameter space is the one that supports
symmetry breaking of SO(10) to SO(6)⊗SO(4), which contains the Standard Model gauge
group. In the following we shall denote with α, β, γ, δ, and σ respectively the regions
of Higgs parameter space that correspond to the breaking of SO(10) to SO(5) ⊗ SO(5),
SO(6) ⊗ SO(4), SO(7) ⊗ SO(3), SO(8) ⊗ SO(2) and SO(9). As it will not be visible in
our figures we will simply refer to the region of parameter space corresponding to unbroken
SO(10) as the SO(10)-region.
The radiative corrections to the Higgs potential were examined in Ref. [5] and regions of
parameter space yielding “stable minima” (in the specific sense of [5]) were searched for. The
objective of our approach is somewhat different in that we investigate the running between
7
(a) (b)
Figure 3: RG flow between MP and MX of the symmetry-breaking parameters in non-
SUSY SO(10). The regions α, β, γ, δ, and σ correspond to the breaking of SO(10) to
SO(5) ⊗ SO(5), SO(6)⊗ SO(4), SO(7)⊗ SO(3), SO(8)⊗ SO(2) and SO(9) respectively.
In the parametrization here adopted the region of parameter space corresponding to unbroken
SO(10) is located below the σ-region but it is too small to be seen in figure. Also notice that
the initial condition (at MP ) is marked on the flow.
some high scale M∗ and the GUT scale MX in order to find the most natural intermediate
symmetry group, i.e. the most natural group of residual symmetry after the first (GUT-scale)
step of SSB. The relevant RG equations are [5]
16pi2
dλ
dt
= 48λ
(
µ
60
− λ
10
)
+
508
35
λ2 +
15
2
g4 − 60g2λ
16pi2
d
dt
(
b2
a2
)
= λ
[(
b2
a2
− 1
)(
−342
5
+
56
15
µ
λ
+
15
2
g4
λ2
)
− 504
5
]
16pi2
d
dt
(
µ
λ
)
= λ
[
1264
5
− 6
5
µ
λ
+
10
3
(
µ
λ
)2
+
15
2
g4
λ2
(
24− µ
λ
)]
16pi2
dg2
dt
= −70
3
g4. (24)
We have been unable to find combinations of parameters allowing the identification of a fixed
point, and therefore we proceed directly to a numerical approach.
Here we work with g2(MX) = (4pi)/42. Fig.3 shows the renormalization group flow for
the parameters relevant for symmetry breaking, µ/λ and b2/a2, for various choices of initial
conditions atM∗ =MP . The figures clearly show that there are regions of attraction for the
flow of the couplings. In the case of large initial values of λ there is a strong attraction to the
SO(5)×SO(5) region of parameter space. With decreasing λ(M∗) this attraction becomes
weaker until, at about λ(M∗) ≈ 0.03, a new feature emerges: a dividing line which is not
crossed. Everything to the right of this line is attracted to the SO(9)- and SO(10)-invariant
regions, while everything to the left of this line is still attracted toward the SO(5)⊗ SO(5)-
invariant region. The region of parameter space leading to “phenomenologically reasonable”
symmetry breaking, i.e. the one corresponding to intermediate symmetry SO(6)⊗ SO(4),
8
does not appear to require large fine tuning, although the RG flow maps a smaller portion
of parameter space at the scale M∗ into the “phenomenologically reasonable” region of
parameter space.
5 Cosmology and Supercosmology
In the previous sections we have concentrated on a zero-temperature analysis. However,
clearly an important constraint on GUTs is the consistency with a working cosmological
scenario, and checking this consistency requires in general a finite-temperature analysis.
While we postpone this type of analysis to future work, in this section we make a few
observations concerning the cosmological relevance of studies of the type reported in the
previous sections.
We observe that there is a substantial difference between the SUSY and the non-SUSY
cases. In non-SUSY GUTs the potential-energy difference between the absolute minimum
of the Higgs potential and other minima is of order the GUT scale. This implies that
at temperatures of order MX , i.e. once the temperature is low enough that the features
of the zero-temperature effective potential become relevant (at high temperatures thermal
effects dress the potential in such a way that the absolute minimum is necessarily symmet-
ric [16]), the universe rapidly reaches the vacuum corresponding to the absolute minimum of
the zero-temperature effective potential. Therefore for non-SUSY GUTs an analysis of the
type presented in the previous sections is directly relevant for the understanding of certain
cosmological issues, such as the the selection of the presently observed vacuum.
An important factor affecting the corresponding analysis of SUSY GUTs is the near
degeneracy (up to SUSY-breaking terms) of several minima, which we mentioned in Sec.2.
The energy difference between the absolute minimum and the other minima is of order
SUSY-breaking terms, and therefore much smaller than the GUT scale. As a result, at
least within a perturbative analysis, one finds that even when the temperature becomes
low enough for the features of the zero-temperature effective potential to become relevant,
the universe does not rapidly reach the vacuum corresponding to the absolute minimum4
of the zero-temperature effective potential [18]. Actually, quick estimates within ordinary
perturbative approaches are sufficient to show that the time needed for the transition to the
true vacuum should be expected to be longer than the lifetime of the universe [18].
One way to obtain working supercosmology [19, 20] scenarios is to advocate strong-
coupling [20] thermal effects, which are indeed at work in the SUSY case [21]. The investiga-
tion of these issues requires a careful (and very delicate) thermal analysis which goes beyond
the scope of this article. However, it should be noticed that the type of analysis given in
Sec.2 is not very relevant to this type of supercosmological issues.
A more conventional (but ad hoc) way to obtain working supercosmological scenarios
is based [22] on fine tuning of the parameters of the Higgs potential. One scales down
the entire superpotential, so that the height of the potential barrier between competing
vacua becomes of the same order of their energy difference, while keeping fixed the mass of
the gauge bosons mediating proton decay. For example in the minimal SUSY SU(5) GUT
4A recent analysis by Abel and Savoy [17] of charge and color breaking (CCB) minima in the MSSM
showed that a global CCB minimum is neither necessary nor sufficient for symmetry breaking. Abel and
Savoy then concentrated on a sufficient condition for no symmetry breaking, namely that the radiatively
corrected potential not contain a local CCB minimum. Analyses such as the one we perform in the present
article does not provide insight in issues relevant for cosmological studies of the type reported in Ref. [17],
since we focus on the identification of the global minimum in the zero temperature potential.
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discussed in Sec.2 one would divide [22] both λ and µ by a common (so that the ratio µ/λ
giving mass to the gauge bosons mediating proton decay remains unchanged) large factor,
of order 1012. Analyses of the type advocated in the present paper could be relevant for this
supercosmology scenario; one can in fact check the level of fine tuning at the Planck scale
needed to have a 10−12 fine tuning at the GUT scale. We find that the fine-tuned values
of λ and µ are so far from the region of attraction of the fixed point that the RG running
between MP and MX is not substantial: a fine tuning of 10
−13 is required at MP in order to
obtain a 10−12 fine tuning at the GUT scale.
6 Closing Remarks
The three GUTs that were considered in the previous sections have allowed us to illustrate
various possibilities for the outcome of RG naturalness analyses, although a common property
of these illustrative examples is that one does not find a compelling SSB scenario compatible
with the low-energy phenomenology of the Standard Model. This could be interpreted
positively, since these three GUTs are already known to give rather unsatisfactory predictions
for low-energy observables,5 even when their SSB pattern is tuned (by tuning the parameters
of the Higgs potential) to be group-theoretically consistent with the Standard Model. One is
tempted to hope that applying the same naturalness criterion to the GUTs that are already
known to have good low-energy phenomenology it would be possible to find one for which
even the SSB pattern appeared compelling (i.e. such that the values of the parameters of
the Higgs potential that correspond to this SSB pattern could be obtained via RG running
from rather generic input parameters at the scale M∗). Models with enough structure to be
consistent with low-energy phenomenology will require rather complicated RG naturalness
analyses from the technical point of view, but the conceptual steps are of course just the
ones discussed here.
Among the properties illustrated by our three simple illustrative examples, particularly
significant is the fact that in all the three cases we find that the RG naturalness criterion
appears to favor spontaneous-symmetry-breaking G → H scenarios such that the residual-
symmetry group H is the “smallest” (the one with the smallest number of generators) of
the maximal little groups of the group G which is being broken. In fact, both in the SUSY
and in the nonSUSY cases with SU(5) grand unification group the breaking of SU(5) to
SU(4) ⊗ U(1) was quite unnatural in all scenarios considered, whereas under appropriate
conditions the breaking of SU(5) to GSM (which is the smallest of the maximal little groups
of SU(5)) appeared to be as natural as the possibility that SU(5) would remain unbroken.
Similarly, in our analysis of the first step of SSB of a nonSUSY SO(10) model we found that
under certain conditions the breaking of SO(10) to SO(5) ⊗ SO(5) (which is the smallest
of the maximal little groups of SO(10)) appeared to be as natural as the possibility that
SO(10) would remain unbroken, while all other possibilities appeared to be quite unnatural
from the RG viewpoint (which is quite unfortunate since SO(5)⊗SO(5) does not contain the
Standard Model gauge group). It appears that the RG running favors either the maximal
preservation of symmetries (unbroken G) or the maximal breaking of symmetries (which
in a specific sense corresponds to the breaking of G to its smallest maximal little group).
It would be quite interesting to analyze from the point of view of RG naturalness some of
the known counterexamples to Michel’s conjecture, i.e. GUTs whose Higgs potential have
enough structure to allow breaking to a non-maximal little group (see, e.g., the example
discussed in Ref. [15]).
5For example, the minimal SUSY SU(5) GUT does not address the question of doublet-triplet split-
ting [23], while the nonSUSY SU(5) and SO(10) GUTs here considered are not consistent with the available
data on proton stability (see, e.g., Ref. [15]).
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Our findings also suggest (as it was to be expected) that there are many technical differ-
ences between the RG naturalness analysis of a SUSY GUT and the corresponding analysis
of a nonSUSY GUT. For example, the simplifications associated to SUSY allow one to find
analytically a fixed point in the case of SUSY SU(5).
While we focused on the first step of SSB in our discussion and examples, the criterion
of RG naturalness can obviously be applied to any of the steps of a SSB pattern. Actually,
in some cases the criterion (at least as applied in the present article) might be least mean-
ingful when considering the first step of SSB. In fact, it appears plausible that only two or
three orders of magnitude would separate the scale M∗ from MX , in which case omitting
non-renormalizable terms, as we have done above, might be unjustified. Several orders of
magnitude instead should separate the GUT scale MX from the scale MII of the second step
of SSB, which could be the electroweak scale or (in models with an intermediate symmetry
group [15]) a scale of order 109 ∼ 1012 GeV. Therefore, most practical applications of the
ideas here presented might end up being found in studies of the running between MX and
MII , for which non-renormalizable terms can be safely ignored, rather than the running
between M∗ and MX which we have here considered for illustrative purposes.
Perhaps the most robust observation one can make based on the results here reported is
that the conventional tests of the naturalness of a GUT are quite inadequate. According to
these conventional naturalness tests one should disregard GUTs in which a fine tuning of the
Higgs parameters is needed in order to realize a phenomenologically acceptable SSB pattern.
However, viewing the GUTs as effective low-energy descriptions of a more fundamental
theory one would like to check whether the phenomenological SSB pattern corresponds to
fine tuning of the Higgs parameters at the scale M∗. Some of our results indicate that it
is not uncommon that a scenario requiring no fine tuning of the Higgs parameters at M∗
might correspond via the RG running (for example in presence of an appropriate infra-red
fixed point) to a narrow region (apparent fine tuning) of the Higgs parameter space at MX ,
where the first step of SSB is decided. (Of course, corresponding statements should apply
to the other steps of the SSB pattern.) Our analysis also provided examples of the opposite,
i.e. a SSB pattern that in a “conventional naturalness test” would appear to correspond to
a significant portion of the Higgs parameter space actually requires some level of fine tuning
at M∗, since the corresponding portion of Higgs parameter space is “disfavored” by the RG
running.
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